ALT's VISION FOR MAUTECH, YOLA

Introduction

T

Management and between Management and other
he Modibbo Adama University of Technology components of the system
Yola is, despite over three decades of existence, iii. Fairness and equity in dealing with all issues in the
yet to develop a clearly discernible academic university
character, focus and forte. Our main vision is to iv. Annual evaluation and assessment of leadership
therefore redefine, strengthen, drive and manage the qualities and financial accountability and drive
university on a path that affirms academic integrity as
a core institutional value that foster lifelong v. Continually review and develop human resource,
commitment to learning. Thus, the vision and mission enhancing the roles and skills required
of the university "to be a world-class University of vi. Guarantee transparent management and enforce
financial discipline
Science and Technology"
vii. File-cabinet management
through "excellence in
of funds in the TSA
teaching, learning and
research" must be revisited by
viii. Identify factors
all stakeholders with a view
inhibiting financial
to repositioning the
sustainability,
university to address
ix. Practice and demand
emerging challenges. Our
probity and accountability
effort will be targeted at
and strengthen the Bursary
unifying the university's
and Internal Audit
community around a refined
x. Foster beneficial
vision and purpose, ensure
relationships with
that the university is
government and other
responsive to the changing
agencies,
role of technology in
xi. Strengthen the University
education and research,
Advancement
Center to
optimize the efficient use of
discharge
its
function
of
resources and strive to
fostering
partnerships
and
achieve financial
linkages and
sustainability. We shall
xii. Look into possible viable
ensure that the university is
commercial ventures that the
relevant to local and regional
University
can engage in.
challenges and to develop and
Prof. Abdullahi Liman Tukur
sustain meaningful
relationships with regulatory bodies, donor agencies, 2. Academic Programmes and Curricula
alumni and other strategic partners. In doing these, High premium shall be placed on academic
emphasis will be placed on the role of the teacher as a programmes, ensuring that teaching, learning and
guide and mentor and support campus-wide academic research are done in environments that foster creativity
standards while encouraging the student to be and innovation. We shall strive to restore lost
persistent and take responsibility of academic programmes (School of Management and Information
integrity. Prominence shall be given to components of Technology), introduce new ones (Medical Sciences),
key areas in university system and administration as diversify the Open and Distance Learning mode and
follows:
provide functional Entrepreneurial Training Centre,
1. Administration and Finance
anchored on;
We shall adopt a governance, leadership and i. Supervision, monitoring and feedback mechanisms
administrative style that will be enabling and value- ii. Enhanced research capacity
adding, supporting high-performance and iii. Making education and research socially relevant by
collaboration in the university. There will be among addressing some of the local and regional challenges
other things:
iv. Liaison with local communities in research and
i. An internal review of governance structures and extension services
processes with a view to streamlining decisionmaking and developing assurance and reporting v. Multidisciplinary collaboration, motivate staff to
frameworks that tracks progress and act on issues submit research proposals to funding agencies
vi. Engage staff in developing research and
effectively
publication
guidelines to enhance quality of research
ii. Ensure cooperation and communication between
outcomes
the Governing Council and the University
vii. Clarify students' expectations and develop fair and
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creative forms of assessment
serenity and orderliness in the campus and modulate
provision
of the University Master plan in future
viii. Strengthen and expand postgraduate
developments.
programmes,
ix. Reduce opportunities to engage in academic fraud i. Devote capital budgets to development of medical
sciences infrastructure and associated needs
and respond to academic dishonesty promptly.
ii.
Partnerships with donor agencies to get alternative
3. Information and Communication Technology
power sources- e.g., solar, on campus to enhance
and Library
teaching and research
The provision and deployment of effective and
iii. Liaise with and lobby appropriate
functional campus wide internet service will be a
governments
for the provision and
priority and so also improvement on the existing
expansion
of
road networks on
library services, in terms of volume of books and
campus
journals and access to e-library.
iv. Beautify the campus by provision
i. Develop a strong database that is internally
of open (green) spaces, walk-ways
controlled, operated and updated
and shed-trees
ii. Acquire customized computers with inbuilt
v. Improve campus security and pay
MAUTech specific needs
attention
to cyber-security of our
iii. Provide major internet hotspots within the
records
and
forestall social media
campus
incidences.
iv. Library staff be retrained in
6. Partnership and
modern library practice
Linkages
v. Compulsory registration
It is necessary to explore
with the e-library as from
new and nurture
300 level
existing partnerships
4. Staff and Students'
w i t h s i s t e r
Welfare
Universities,
Undertake a system
government
wide adjustment and
a g e n c i e s ,
rationalization of staff
philanthropic, local
to ensure efficiency;
and international
making staff and
organizations and
students' welfare a
foundations.
priority and integral
i. Strengthen the current
part of peaceMOU with the
building mechanism.
Universities of Maroua,
i. Entitlement of
Difa and Djamena - on
staff, quality medical
Prof. Abdullahi L. Tukur
s e c u r i t y a n d
services and recreational
development in the Chad Basin
facilities
ii. Liaise with and partner relevant agencies to provide
ii. Acknowledge and reward hard work and extension, consultancy and support services
exceptional performance
iii. Cultivate corporate bodies and industries to
iii. Improve learning environment, sustain cleanliness formally engage students on internship
and provision of amenities
Conclusion
iv. Ensure that sporting and recreational facilities are
The challenges in MAUTech are enormous but
provided
definitely not insurmountable; focus commitment and
v. Maintain open communication and feedback system systematic judicious application of resources under
with students and campaign aggressively against anti- firm, fair and just leadership is what is required.
social vices
Details on the "how" and "when" of the identified areas
vi. Diversify and improve on the Indigent Student of priority have been reflected upon and well
Support Scheme and
understood.
vii. Canvass for funding to build additional hostels for
the security of our student.
Abdullahi Tukur Liman, PhD.
5. Physical Facilities and the Environment
Professor of Geography (Environmental &
We shall strive to renovate and maintain existing Resources Planning)
structures for functionality and aesthetics, to ensure
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MAUTECH MOURNS FORMER VC
Sa’ad Aliyu
aturday 6th July 2019, will
forever remain a sad day for
the Staff, Students and
entire Community of Modibbo
Adama University of Technology
(MAUTech), Yola. On this day the
third Vice-Chancellor of the
University. Professor Aliyu Alkali
Ahmed passed away at the Federal
Medical Centre Yola after a brief
Illness.
The late Yola born Professor of
Microbiology attended Colorado
State University where he obtained
a bachelor's degree of Science in
Microbiology in 1969 and a
Masters Degree from Arizona
University in 1975. Professor A. A.

S

Late Prof. Aliyu Ahmed

Ahmed was a holder of PhD. In
Microbiology from Ahmadu Bello
University Zaria in 1983.

New Information
Officer appointed

Aminu Julde Gurumpawo

Sani Ahmadu
he Vice Chancellor, Prof. Abdullahi
Liman Tukur has approved the
appointment of Aminu Julde
Gurumpawo as the new Information Officer of
the University.
Gurumpawo, who holds a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Linguistics from the University of
Maiduguri, brings on board his more than half
a decade experience as a journalist with the
Adamawa Television Corporation, During the
period, he served as News Caster/Producer,
Legislative Correspondent and subsequently
Government House Correspondent.

T

The deceased who will be
remembered for his warmth and
sense of humor served in various
capacities at the Ahmadu Bello
University Zaria, amongst which is
the post of Director Center for
Biotechnology Research and
Training, He was a member of
several professional Associations
including the Nigerian
and
American Society of
Microbiology.
Aged 75, the late Professor was the
Vice-Chancellor of the then
Federal University of Technology,
Yola from 1995 – 2000. Survived
by one wife and seven children, he
has since been buried according to
Islamic rites.

SIWES holds 2018/2019 orientation
Sani Ahmadu
he Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola,
organised an orientation course for prospective
Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES)
students for the 2018/2019 Academic Session with a charge
for them to be good ambassadors of the University.
The Vice Chancellor, Prof. Abdullahi Liman Tukur at the
occasion, which held in Multipurpose Hall on Tuesday 25th
June, 2019, advised the students not to use the period for
holiday tripping or engage in other non-academic activities
not related to the training. The Vice Chancellor also
emphasized that SIWES is meant to bridge the gap between
theory and practice and urged the students to participate fully
in the orientation programme in order to have first-hand
information before commencing their training. He
congratulated them and wished them a successful training
exercise.
In his welcome remark, the SIWES Coordinator of the
University, Prof. A. A. Kotos commended the Industrial
Training Fund (ITF) for complementing the university's
efforts in teaching and learning by providing a platform for
students to put in practice what they have been taught in the
classroom.
While delivering his speech, the Area Manager, ITF, Yola,
Malam Garba Gambo recalled that SIWES came into
existence in 1974 with the mandate to specifically prepare and
expose students of tertiary institutions to real life work
situation noting that SIWES has recorded tremendous
successes over the years as students who passed through the
scheme were better equipped with relevant skills and
techniques to meet the challenges of the work place.

T
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Governing
Council
members visit
Gov Fintiri

death as inevitable, Mal. Bukar urged the Governor to
take solace in God and the fact that the deceased lived a
fulfilled life of service to his fatherland and humanity.
He therefore, prayed to Allah in his infinite mercy to
grant him Aljannatul firdaus and the family the
fortitude to bear the irreparable loss.
Mallam Bukar Zarma used the occasion to felicitate
with the Governor over his successful assumption of
office, noting that the difference in his style of
governance is vividly clear and been felt in just two
Aminu J. Gurumpawo/Sa’ad Aliyu
months in office and therefore congratulated him for
repositioning Adamawa State through his
ollowing the death of father to Adamawa State government's people oriented programmes.
Governor, Alh. Umaru Badami on the 27th of The Chairman also used the medium to highlight the
July 2019 at the Federal Medical Centre (FMC), Yola,
deprivation of states in the North
the Vice Chancellor, Prof. A. L.
East to access to education with the
Tukur led the Management Staff of
withdrawal of management courses
the Modibbo Adama University of
in MAUTech, describing it as
Technology Yola on Monday 28th
unfortunate, particularly with the
July 2019 to condole with His
low human development index of
Excellency, Alh. Umaru Ahmadu
the region. He urged the Governor
Fintiri.
to champion the struggle of
While presenting a condolence
converting the institution to a
letter signed by him, the Vice
conventional University to enable it
Chancellor stated that it is painful
enroll more students from its
but we take solace knowing that he
catchment area.
lived a fruitful life and has
Responding, the Governor thanked
contributed immensely to the unity
the University's Governing Council
of not only Adamawa State but
immensely for their show of
Nigeria as a whole. In the words of
sympathy at his moment of grief,
the Vice Chancellor, he lived an
praying
that Almighty Allah, grant
e x e m p l a r y l i f e w o r t h y o f Mallam Bukar Zarma Condoling the Governor his late father Aljannatul Firdaus.
emulation and was generally recognized as a peace The Governor, who described the Vice Chancellor,
builder and patriot. May Almighty Allah give him Prof. Abdullahi Liman Tukur as a friend of the
Aljannatul Fiddausi, Amin
government, stated
Responding, His
that he shared the pain
Excellency,
of the disadvantaged
Governor Ahmadu
position the
Umaru Fintiri
University has been
appreciated the
placed and promised
concern of the Vice
to personally lead
Chancellor and
prominent sons and
entire university
daughters of the state
community for
to lobby for the
condoling him over
conversion of the
the demise of his
institution's status
father.
into a full-fledged
S i m i l a r l y, t h e
conventional
Governing Council The VC, Prof. A. L Tukur sympathizing with the Governor over his loss university.
and Management of
His Excellency, Alh.
Modibbo Adama University of Technology Fintiri reiterated that when actualized, the
(MAUTech) Yola, have also condoled the governor conventional university will provide a platform for
over the death of his father.
studies in the field of medical and management
The Chairman Governing Council, Mal. Bukar Zarma sciences which he said are needed to close the
on 6th August 2019 led the members of Council and educational gap between the North East region and
Management on the condolence visit. While describing other parts of the country.

F
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Prof A. L. Tukur

NEW VC TAKES CHARGE,
SOLICITS STAFF COOPERATION
Sa’ad Aliyu
he journey of 1000 miles, they say begins with
a step. On Monday 17 June 2019, Prof A. L.
Tukur assumed duty as the 8th substantive Vice
Chancellor of the prestigious MAUTech Yola.
Immediately after official introduction, the new ViceChancellor commenced work by going through his intray and then called for a meeting with the heads of the
Registry Department.
Professor Tukur stated that his administration will not
condone any act of laziness to work, while appealing to
them to take their duties seriously and report early to
work. He charged them on the necessity of proper

T

dressing and urged them to be proactive in discharging
their duties towards better service delivery. The Vice
Chancellor also encouraged the heads (of Units) to
serve as mentors to those under them as one day the
subordinate staff will assume leadership positions.
Professor Tukur further explained that each
unit/department of the Institution must produce a
report of its quarterly activities which will be
eventually compiled and printed as a University
Annual Report book. He assured them that all their
requests will be positively looked into.
In their separate contributions, the Deputy Registrars
and all the Principal Assistant Registrars in the
Registry called on the Vice Chancellor to consider and
upgrade staff who used their personal funds to acquire
additional qualifications and stand in need of
promotion; reward hardwork and punish erring staff to
serve as deterrent to others. Some of the staff also
drew the Vice Chancellor's attention to the issue of
staff development as well as motivation and payment
of overtime to staff.
In her closing remarks, the Registrar, Haj. Halima M.
Bala assured the Vice Chancellor of the support and
cooperation of all University staff. She appealed for
enhancement of staff welfare, and capacity building in
order to boost their morale for efficient service
delivery. She also requested for vehicles to be
allocated to the offices of Deputy Registrars in charge
of Council, Establishments and Academic Division
which will greatly assist in discharging of their official
duties.

MAUTECH NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD RECONSTITUTED

T

he Vice Chancellor, Modibbo Adama Ibrahim (D.R., Non-academic Matters) while
University of Technology Yola, Prof. Aminu J. Gurumpawo is a member and secretary
Abdullahi Liman Tukur has
of the board.
constituted a new board for MAUTech
News Magazine. This was conveyed
th
in a memo dated 16 August 2019,
signed by the Registrar, Haj. Halima
M. Bala.
The membership include: Dr.
Abdullahi S. Bashir (Dept. of Info
Tech) as Chairman, other members are
Dr. Abdullahi S. Bashir
Dr. Abdullahi Haruna
Alh. M. H. Ibrahim
D r. A b d u l l a h i
Haruna, Dr. Jauro
Luka Barnabas, Mrs.
Vivian M. BelloOsagie (all from
English Dept.),
Hembe Aondowase
(Dept. of General
Studies), Alh. M. H. Dr. Jauro L. Barnabas Mrs. V. M. Bello-Osagie Hembe Aondowase
Aminu J. Gurumpawo
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Seventh substantive DVC emerge

Prof. M. M. Malgwi

Sa’ad Aliyu
he Senate of Modibbo
Adama University of
Technology, (MAUTech),
th
Yola at its 219 regular meeting on
Tuesday 17th September, 2019
elected Professor Mohammed
Musa Malgwi as the seventh (7)
s u b s t a n t i v e D e p u t y Vi c e Chancellor (Academics) of the
th
University on Tuesday 17
September, 2019 at the Senate
Chamber.
The 63 years old Professor of
Cytogenetic and Cytotaxonomy is
to replace Professor Abraham

T

Okolo, whose tenure expired in
August 20l9.
Professor M. M. Malgwi has put in
35 years of teaching and research
in the University system . He has to
his credit 38 scholarly papers
published in journals of his area of
specialization within and outside
the Country. He also co-authored
two Biology text books and has
also authored two book chapters.
The new DVC (Academics) hails
from Garkida in Gombi Local
Government Area of Adamawa
State, Nigeria. He holds a Bachelor
of Science (Botany) Degree from
University of Maiduguri and M.Sc,
and Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria
He has served in various
Committees both in MAUTech and
in A.B.U Zaria. Professor Malgwi
has served as Dean School of Pure
and Applied Science twice. He was
at various time Chairman or

member of various Committees in
the University .
Until his election, he was the Dean
School of Post Graduate Studies.
Professor M.M.Malgwi is a
member of six Professionals
bodies and Academic associations
here in Nigeria and abroad. The
Sevevnth Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Academic is happily married to
Professor (Mrs.) Anna M.Malgwi
and blessed with three (3)
By extant University rules, the
Vice-Chancellor is to present his
name to the University Governing
Council for appointment as DVC
(Academics).
Meanwhile, the senate equally
elected Prfossor A.A. Adebayo of
Department of Geography as
Dean School of Post Graduate
Studies and Professor Bukar
Jakusko as Deputy Dean of SPGS.
MAUTech News wish them a
successful ternure.

Meet the first MAUTech substantive female Registrar

Haj. Halima Muhammad Bala

Aminu J. Gurumpawo/Sa’adAliyu
aj Halima Muhammad Bala assumed
office as Registrar of the University
on Wednesday 5th September 2018.
th
Born on 27 August, 1965 in Yola, Adamawa
State, she attended Musdafa Primary School,
Yola from 1971 to 1977, Women Teachers
College Sugu, Ganye from 1977 to 1983. She
proceeded to the University of Maiduguri,
where she bagged her BA (Ed) English
Language from 1987 - 1992. She joined the
services of the then Federal University of
Technology Yola now Modibbo Adama
University of Technology, Yola as an Admin

H

Officer in 1998 and headed many Units and Departments. Until
her appointment she was Deputy Registrar and Information and
Protocol Officer of the University. In this interview with
MAUTech News, she shares some of her experiences in the office
in the last one year and the legacy she wants to be remembered
for. An encounter with Aminu Julde Gurumpawo and Sa’ad
Aliyu. Excerpts
Good afternoon Ma, The office of the Registrar in the
University is very tasking, can you share some of the challenges
you faced since assuming this office and how you are coping
with them?
Good afternoon, the challenges come from time to time
especially as the University is growing almost on a daily basis,
population wise in terms of staff strength so also the student
population. You know working in an academic environment has
its own challenges with constant new developments, but glory be
to Allah, Alhamdulillah we are able to overcome these challenges
as they come.
MAUTech is a University of Technology and it is expected that
its Departments and Units including the registry will be IT
based. Have you considered paperless environment?
Yes, so far, there is a proposal on that and a presentation on how to
attain a paperless senate have been made. The Company assigned
the job made a presentation, so we are awaiting the decision of the
University Management for it to take off. I am hopeful it will not
take long, probably in 2 to 3 months' time, the University Senate
will go paperless. I am also happy to tell you that very soon other
Units and Departments of the University will follow suit to make
it less paperless as much as possible so as to reduce cost and be in
tune with changing times. To be contd on Page 27
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Handing/taking over in Pix

Former VC, Prof. Kyari Mohammed delivering his Senate valedictory
speech before handing over to Prof. A. L. Tukur

Admin Senior Staff and Senate members at the Senate
valedictory speech

Prof K. Mohammed with Senate members in a group
photograph after valedictory speech

Prof. Kyari Mohammed, Prof. Abdullahi L. Tukur and
Management staff during hand over ceremony

Former VC, Prof. Kyari Mohammed and VC
Prof. Abdullahi L. Tukur

(from right) Director Works, Director CPSS, Director PPU and
Desk Officer TETfund

Rigistrar, Hajiya Halima M. Bala, Bursar Mr. W. M. Malgwi, and
Libraian Dr. Abba Tukur

A farewell group picture with former Vice Chancellor
Prof. Kyari Mohammed and Management team, MAUTech
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Honour to whom it is due

Prof. Abbas Bashir eulogizing
the Vice Chancellor at the Reception organised by the Department of
Geography to honour him

Prof. Abdullahi L. Tukur flanked by the DVC Admin Prof. Shehu Iya
and former DVC Acad Prof. Abraham Okolo

Prof A. A. Adebayo of Dept. of Geography Department acknowledging
Prof. Abdullahi L. Tukur commitment to duty.

Geography Department’s Senior Lecturers at the event

Prof. Helen Ray of Dept. of Geography assisted by DVC Admin.
presenting Prof AbdullahiL. Tukur with a gift

The VC Prof. A. L. T. in a group photograph with
staff of Dept. of Geography

The Director CDL, Prof Aisha M. Mubi during a congratulatory
visit to the VC, Prof A. L. Tukur

CDL Management staff with their Director during the visit
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Honour to whom it is due

Prof. Aisha M. Mubi presenting Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur
with congratulatory card from CDL staff

Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur addressing CDL staff at
the council chamber, MAUTech, Yola

Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur in a group photograph with
the staff of CDL

Prof Abdullahi L. Tukur is being presented with congratulatory
letter from SUG president, Comrade James Kamale

Prof. Haruna Lawan flanked by SUG president and another Exco
member

Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur, management staff with SUG
Exco when they paid him a visit

Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur with GOSA members

Prof Abdullahi Liman Tukur in a hand shake with
Alh. Musa Kamale, GOSA Chairman Adamawa State Chapter
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